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ABOUT US
With our latest and most efficient facility; now we can mine
BITCOIN at 210.87exhash per second and for Ethereum 1.02
PH/s. We have technical experts and analysts to perform
designated tasks concerning their orientation of work. Our
Advertising team has dedicated experience to outrage the
competitors and giving the best outcome even in the bearish
market. Our support team never makes any member feel left
out and satisfies them with appropriate and quick solutions.
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“People don't understand NFTs, Metaverse, and crypto
today the same way they didn't understand online
shopping in 1995.” ― Anuj Jasani
Story
In 2018 the world witnessed BTC price all-time high which is $ 12,000 for the
first time. along with an all-time high, the wee of an idea took place
somewhere in the west. the idea was to create a world with digital
entrepreneurship, and thus the birth of my BTC mining took place. O u r Story
It started with a small crypto mining center where two people started mining
cryptocurrencies. Soon the popularity of their mining activity was known in
neighboring towns and people were interested in becoming millionaires their
way. This gave birth to the astonishing affiliate system in the My BTC Mining
facility. Since not everyone can have the possibility to mine the currency, the
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company decided to start a membership program and give them appropriate
and calculative profits on their investments.

Meanwhile, on the other side of our
story world, a community already
started its great collection of digital
entrepreneurs
calling
it
NFTs.
however, this turns out to be fruitful
entrepreneurship in the year 2021.
That is when My BTC Mining decided
to enlarge the member community
and participate in the perfect digital
era using NFTs and Metaverse. The
company's vision is to introduce
entrepreneurs to NFTs and Metaverse
from the beginning. This will help the
members to Re-design their digital
future again.

We are on our benchmark to introduce a digital
asset building platform that allows users to enter

Vision

into the digital era to start the journey from the
beginning. And, also with the growing period, we
wish to surprise the community with astonishing
mining, Non-Fungible Token (NFT) and Metaverse
experience.

We aim to make 10,000 members millionaires
from every country by 2025 by simplifying the
process

of

crypto

mining

and

digital

entrepreneurship to assist the community with

Mission

efficient and strategic financial well-being.
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CEO
Our founder, CEO: Jakub butler, carried out computers and
marketing from the University of Stanford and London
business school also above that he had a key interest in
cryptocurrency, forex, and other various online businesses.

If you keep your eyes open and brain empty while interacting with
the people who are offering you opportunities then you probably
won't deny any opportunity
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JAKUB BUTTLER

What We are Mining
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Contact Us:

+1 (506) 804-3290
www.mybtcmining.com
contact@mybtcmining.info
12 Moorgate, London EC2R
6DA, United Kingdom
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